USE OF AUTOMATION FOR FEED INTAKE ESTIMATION, WEIGHT GAIN AND FEED EFFICIENCY IN BEEF CATLE
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The objective of this study was to verify the correlation of residual feed intake, gain and body weight variables obtained by traditional weighing methods and daily weighing using an automated scale, in feed efficiency tests, also verify the feasibility of reducing the duration of the test using the automated system, identifying the amount of minimum and adequate days for accurate measurement of residual feed intake, weight gain, dry matter intake and ratio conversion. The number of bulls used was 44, not castrated and aged between 18 and 21 months. The test had a duration of 70 days, with an initial weighing, four intermediate and final weighing. The animals were also weighed daily by means of electronic scales coupled to drinking fountains. The variables measured to generate the feed efficiency information (FE) were: dry matter intake (DMI); average daily gain (ADG); live weight (LW); subcutaneous fat thickness and, later, residual feed intake (kg/day). Averages test was performed for initial and final weight characteristics, ADG, RC and FE for the two scales. Correlations were made between the weights from the traditional and automated scale, considering the six weighings by the traditional balance during the efficiency test and automated weighing. To verify the possible reduction of time for food efficiency tests, using the automated weighing system, the variables of RFI, BW, ADG and DMI were grouped, obtaining an average value every four days. Thus, from the sequential information of the four characteristics, the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients were generated in relation to the final information (70th day) for the same characteristics and their variations. No differences were found between means of the two scales for initial and final weights, RC and FE, only for ADG. The Pearson and Spearman correlations of the RFI between the values obtained by weighing using the traditional and automated scale were, respectively, 0.75 and 0.76. The slopes of the lines for weights between the two scales were statistically similar. To reduce the test time, considering the reduction of the variances and the correlation coefficients, it is recommended that for the characteristics of ADG and RC it is possible to reduce to 58 days, for DMI 38 days and for RFI 34 days. The use of automated scale can serve as an option for RFI information in food efficiency tests.
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